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Walking tours in Tallinn Old Town  

Legends of Old Tallinn (2 hrs)  

This is a tour containing exciting tales and legends of Estonia's capital! During the walking tour 

you will hear exciting tales and legends of Tallinn, both Upper and Lower Town, see haunted 

houses and step in to the oldest pharmacies in Europe since 1422. The bat powder and 

snakeskin potion are no longer on sale, but you will still try the sweet marzipan and the special 

pharmacy drink.  

Including: guide service in Old Town, pharmacy drink and marzipan tasting.  

For surcharge: addmission to interactive show Tallinn Legends (40 min)  

     
 

Medieval Experience Tallinn interactive Legends (up to 2 hrs)  

This program include Tallinn Legends is theatrical and interactive museum which recreates 

historical events and legends that have contributed to the folklore of medieval Tallinn. During 

40 minutes journey into the Middle Ages you will hear 9 terrifying legends of medieval Tallinn 

performed by professional actors and mechanical dolls in combination of storytelling, interactive 

shows and special effects. After museum visit you will enjoy meal at The Thist Dragon 

medievaal tavern. The Third Dragon is a public house for city people of a simpler kind, free of 

snobbery, allowing you to feel free and relaxed!   

Including: addmisson ticket to interactive show in Old Town and traveller meal in tavern. 

For surcharge: 3-course meal at Olde Hansa restaurant, or sweet almons & special drink  

     

 

 

Medieval story in Old Tallinn (3 hrs)  

During this tour you get a glimpse of the Medieval life in Old Tallinn told by costumed 

storyteller. The most exciting places will be introduced, you will learn about interesting facts 

about the professions in the Middle Ages like the sauna man, the executioner, monks and 

prostitutes. During the walk you hear the true stories about existed persons, urban legends of 

past times and experience the Medieval tavern spirit and food. In addition you can buy 
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handmade medieval artefacts from the souvenir shop.  

Including: costumed guide service, 2-course lunch (water, coffee/tea included).   

    
 

 

 

Medieval Merchant's Tour (2-3h)  

Once a home to wealthy merchants settling from Germany, Denmark and beyond, Tallinn Old 

Town today is enjoyed by locals and visitors alike, with restaurants, bars, museums and 

galleries bringing much life to this historical city centre. During the program we will spend time 

around the Town Hall Square where medieval life in Tallinn centred. We drop by Town Hall 

Pharmacy, admire Great Guild and House of the Black Heads historical buildings, step by 

Masters' Courtyard and St Catherine's Passage where number of handicraft workshops and 

shops can be found and refresh yourself with a cup coffee at cafeteria.  

Including: guide service and coffee break, galleri visit.  

For surcharge: entrances to Great Guild (History Museum), House of the Black Heads, admission 

to interactive show Tallinn Legends (40 min)  

Program can be extended with costumed tour “Tales of Reval” (1h). 

      
 

 

Religious sights of Old Tallinn, (2 hrs)      

This walking tour introduces history of Old Tallinn by taking you to the religious sights in Tallinn. 

Catholic, Lutheran, Russian Orthodox houses of worship have played a central role in Tallinn's 

cultural life ever since German crusaders Christianised the country in the early 13th century. 

Nowadays many of the city's churches are true architectural treasures with interiors that 

shouldn't be missed. Highlights of this tour are Nevsky Cathedral with it's spectacular "onion 

style rooftops" on Toompea Hill, Holy Spirit Church with the elaborate painted clock on its 

facade, St. Olaf´s church- the tallest building in the world on 13th of century and Ukrainian 

curious little church hidden in the old city wall.  

Including: guide service, entrances* to Nevsky Cathedral, Holy Spirit church, Olaf´s and 

Ukrainian church.  

*as per season and service hours for public visits   
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Towers and parks of Tallin Old Town (3 hrs)  

With 1.9km of its original city wall and 20 defensive towers wall still standing, Tallinn boasts 

one of Europe’s best preserved medieval fortifications. First we will visit Tower’s Square unique 

Flower Festival in in Old Town, which presents different garden models and the horseshoe-

shaped Köismäe Tower. After that we will visit exchibition in Kiek in de Kök Tower and Bastions 

which takes the visitor back in time on an entertaining and informative journey that begins in 

1219. Program can be extended with visits coffee breaks at the In the Virgin Tower. 

Including: guide and coach service, entrances to  Kiek in de Kök Tower and Bastions, Köismäe 

Tower and Flower festival Towers' square.    

Flower Festival in Tallinn: May - August   

     
 

Tallinn Town Wall and Towers (2hrs) 

The defence system of Tallinn with its 66 towers was by 16th century one of the most powerful 

in Northern Europe. Medieval fortress was as a closed defence system. The portion of the wall 

that hast survived is two kilometres long, encompassing 26 of the originals towers.   

This tour introduces the part of the Tallinn Old Town, which is usually not seen and visited. You 

will see and hear stories about medieval fortifications and visit one of them called Köismäe 

Tower where on top floor you can enjoy the spectacular view over the city. While listening the 

stories about the Hanseatic life in this horseshoe shaped tower you can mint your own lucky 

coin and taste the famous Estonian liquor Vana Tallinn. 

The tour can be combined with the Kiek-in-de-Kök and Bastion tunnels tour or coffee breaks at 

the In the Virgin Tower. 

    
 

 

Tallinn 800 - from stronghold to town (1,5h) 

A walk through the Tallinn of the Danish period. The tour starts at Kiek in de Kök with the 

exhibition about the Battle of Lyndanisse “Dannebrog and Estonia 1219–2019”. We continue to 

the Danish King’s Garden, where according to legend the red and white Dannebrog fell from the 

sky. Walking through the Old Town, we will talk about how the appearance of the city started to 

develop during the 13th century – churches and cloisters, citizens’ homes and the initial 

defensive wall. The tour takes 1.5 hours and ends at the exhibition “From stronghold to town” 

at Tallinn City Museum.  

Including: guide service, admission to the two exhibitions.  

          For supplement meal at the Maiden Tower  
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Teambuilding programs in Tallinn Old Town  

 

Old Town Adventure (2 hrs) 

First, the participants are divided into small groups (3-5 persons in the each team). The goal is 

to find answers to the Old Town related questions. Each team gets electronic device that leads 

them around the streets. The questions pop up automatically when the group reaches the 

question point. Team members need to work together and be attentive in order to find the right 

answer from the multiple choice selection.  
Language: The game can be played in Estonian, Finnish, English, Russian, German and 

Norwegian 

   
 

LOQUIZ Time (2 hrs)  
Loquiz is a particular team game on the field, which is won by the team that answers the fewest 

number of questions! The game is leaded by a tablet computer, but there is also a lot of 

physical movement on the landscape. In this game a 5-member team needs to create a 

workable strategy, constantly make decisions for direction and suitable strategy, be ready to 

take risks and challenge their knowledge. Loquiz is the game with original cheme where the 

best strategist wins!  
The game can be conducted in Estonian, English, Russian and Finnish 

          
 

Photo Hunt  (2,5 hrs) 

Your team has to find the right location and make a creative photo according to the caption. 

The aim is to enjoy, have fun and of course to beat the other teams with the funnier 

pictures. The orienteering hunt outside will follow by the viewing of the photos on a big screen. 

You will enjoy the unique scenes, creative compositions and hilarious faces in peculiar 

situations. This game will definitely melt the ice between your teammates! 

Photo hunt 2 can be ordered in Estonian, English, Finnish, Russian  
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Film Festival (3 hrs) 

Film Festival is a great team building game. It is super easy to create a Film company and shoot 

movies. It definitely brings out creativity and good humour of your colleagues and friends. 

According to the game story, video clips of Film Festival didn't arrive. To save the night, all 

participants have to create few clips to have something to watch on a big screen in the evening. 

At this game, we are not looking for a new talent, so good actor skills are not priority. It's a fun 

entertaining game where support of all team members is essential. It doesn't matter if you are 

an actor, a camera man or a screen writer. All that matters is that you work in a team and have 

fun. The goal is to shoot 5 video clips and to enjoy the game! 

Language: Estonian, English, Russian and Finnish 

 

   

 

General notes: 

- Alternative services available on request according to the clients wishes;       

- Please see Baltic Tours general conditions http://www.baltictours.eu/en/conditions  

 

For bookings please contact us at incoming@baltictours.ee  

   

About Baltic Tours 

Travel Agency Baltic Tours was founded in 1989 as a destination management company (DMC) 

in Tallinn for providing shore excursions to cruise lines. Today Baltic Tours DMC department 

offers professional incoming travel services in all three Baltic countries and neighbouring 

countries as Finland and Russia. Our main customers are worldwide B2B partners. We are 

trusted partner for many organizations locally, regionally and worldwide. We are a member of 

IATA since 1996, an essential member of ETFL (Estonian Association of Travel Agencies) and a 

charter member of ECB (Estonian Convention Bureau) since 2008. 
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